INDIAN SCHOOL DARSAIT
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Topic: Antonyms
Resource Person: Mrs. Praneetha Gopinath
Name of the Student :________________

Date : ___________________
Class & Division : _____

Roll Number : __

I. Choose the correct antonym from the word bank to complete each
sentence below.
stop
dry
short

young cold
sour slow
quiet open

difficult
lazy
rough

bright
new

1. The fire is hot, but the ice is_________________.
2. The race car is fast, but the old truck is ______________.
3. The green light means go, but the red light means ________________.
4. The grandfather is old, but the grandchild is _____________________.
5. The giraffe’s neck is long, but the dog’s neck is __________________.
6. Addition is easy, but division is _______________________.
.
7. The candy is sweet, but the lemon is ___________________________.
8. His sneakers are old, but his socks are _________________________.
9. The glass is smooth, but the sandpaper is _______________________.
10. The window is closed, but the door is __________________________.
11. The children are noisy, but the adults are ________________________.
12. The puppies are energetic, but the dogs are _______________________.
13. The moon is dim, but the sun is ___________________________.
14. The rainforest is humid, but the desert is ______________________.
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II. Circle the antonym for each word.
1. Poor

rich

needy

2. Cheerful

bright sad

3. Whisper

mumble shout

4. Empty

full

5. Warm

hot

6. Dark

light

7. Hurt

injure help

8. Enjoy

adore

9. Cry

whimper

10. Strong

weak

gone
cool
dim

dislike
laugh

powerful

III. Cross out the underlined word and replace it with the opposite word
from the box below.
1. My Mum made a cake – it was nice!
2. The roller coaster was very good.
3. The film star was very beautiful.
4. Gem was pleased with her birthday present.
5. The large lorry held up all the traffic.
6. I had a lovely time.

tiny horrible annoyed terrible
boring awful ugly
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